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Canon EOS R8 + RF 24-50mm STM

  

Canon EOS R8 Step up to full-frame photography and video and realise your creative ambitions. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerCanon 

Description 

MAKE THE LEAP TO FULL FRAME
Give your creativity a full-frame upgrade. Better bokeh, wider angles of view and image quality that will blow you away – even in low light.

Full-frame video too
The full-frame advantage also extends to video for spectacular cinematic results.

Intelligent autofocus
Stills or video: keep subjects in sharp focus as they move around the frame.

The full-frame advantage
Enjoy wider dynamic range, reduced digital noise and crystal-clear detail – that’s the EOS R8’s full-frame advantage.

Shoot shallower
Perfect for powerful portraits. With a larger sensor comes shallower depth of field and more dynamic range. Make your subject stand out against
a smooth, out-of-focus background with beautiful bokeh. Capture more details in highlights and shadows.

BIG ON FEATURES SMALL IN SIZE
The EOS R8 is our lightest full-frame, mirrorless camera yet, weighing in at just 461g.4
Enjoy the full-frame advantage everywhere you shoot, from decisive moments on the streets to remote landscapes and adventures.
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24.2 megapixel full-frame sensor
An ideal balance of detail, speed and low-light performance, whether you’re shooting photos or video.

GAME-CHANGING AUTOFOCUS
Inside the EOS R8 is our renowned Dual Pixel CMOS AF II focusing system. It recognises and tracks different subjects and is accurate even in
very low light – down to -6.5EV.1

Intelligent AF that knows what you’re shooting
The EOS R8 has been programmed using a state-of-the-art machine-learning algorithm that lets it track moving subjects as they move about
the frame.
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